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Propositions
1. Articles 31–33 VCLT oblige courts to always compare all authentic texts of a plurilingual tax treaty
without  prevailing  text.  Without  such  comparison,  divergences  between  the  texts  may  remain
undetected,  which necessarily leads to cases  of  treaty misapplication in violation of Article 26
VCLT. (Chapter 3, section 3.3.3; Chapter 7, section 7.6)
2. The obligation to consult all authentic texts in case there is no prevailing one is independent of
domestic procedural law, which must not curb performance of such obligation under Article 27
VCLT.  The  current  architecture  of  the  international  tax  regime  with  national  courts  deciding
international cases may necessitate domestic measures to make domestic procedural law compatible
with this obligation. This is especially true for common law countries, in which procedural law may
impede consultation of the other language texts if no party to the dispute invokes them. (Chapter 3,
section 3.4; Chapter 7)
3. Articles  31–33  VCLT do  not  sanction  special  weight  to  be  given  to  the  authentic  text  in  the
language  of  negotiation  and drafting  if  such  is  not  explicitly  laid down by the  treaty  partners
concerning the treaty at stake. (Chapter 3, section 3.6)
4. Articles 31–33 VCLT permit courts to rely exclusively on the text declared as prevailing by a treaty
unless the wording of the treaty final  clause itself  rules this out  explicitly.  Apart  from a small
number of exceptions, all final clauses of plurilingual tax treaties with prevailing text in force today
allow for sole reliance on the prevailing text. (Chapter 5; Chapter 8)
5. The term “divergence” used by Article 33 VCLT with respect to parties having agreed “that, in case
of  divergence,  a  particular  text  shall  prevail”  has  a  broad  meaning  that  encompasses  mere
differences  in  expression  as  well  as  material  differences  in  meaning.  (Chapter  5,  section  5.4;
Chapter 6, section 6.2)
6. Bilingual treaties without prevailing text represent a fundamentally inferior policy choice to all
other lingual forms; they may turn out to be defective because of two equally authentic texts saying
the opposite of each other with both meanings being potentially in line with the treaty object and
purpose. (Chapter 4, section 4.3)
7. Article 33(4) must be regarded an extension of Article 31 for plurilingual cases in view of the
hierarchy between primary and supplementary means of interpretation implemented in the VCLT,
and Article 32 must be considered supplementary to both Articles 31 and 33(4). (Chapter 4, section
4.4)
8. Article 3(2) of the OECD Model must be construed to include all authentic texts as part of the
context to be examined in order to establish whether “the context otherwise requires”, unless one
text is declared as prevailing. (Chapter 4, section 4.5)
9. The wording of the final clause to the OECD BEPS Multilateral Instrument (MLI) implements
equally authentic English and French texts without designating one as prevailing. This increases the
complexity and cost of interpretation for courts on a global scale, as an additional French text has to
be always taken into account. In view of  the  actual  linguistic  outlook of  the  global  tax treaty
network with English as predominant lingua franca, the optimal policy for the OECD would have
been to draft an MLI unilingual in English or a plurilingual one with an English prevailing text. To
address residual political impediments to such policy, the available second best option would have
been to implement a bilingual English and French MLI with a final clause that explicitly allows the
treaty partners to choose one as respective prevailing text. 
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10. If a treaty with multiple authentic texts does not have a prevailing text, the currently predominant
doctrine that courts may in good faith rely on the interpretation of a single text in isolation for cases
of “routine interpretation” (i.e., as long as no problem in form of a lack of clarity or a divergence
surfaces) functions as a self-enforcing non-scientific theory in support of a wrongful practice that
violates the principles codified in the VCLT.
11. Excessive use of words identical to domestic law concepts is bad practice when drafting treaties, as
it may induce courts to resort to domestic law meanings when in fact a different treaty meaning is
intended. Treaty negotiators should try to restrict use of terminology identical to domestic law to
situations where asymmetric treaty application according to domestic law is indeed intended by the
treaty partners.
12. A tax treaty can be clear only after interpretation, not before. (Chapter 3, sections 3.3.3 and 3.5)
13. Tax treaty interpretation is a craft, not an art.
